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“Brainstorming”





«Music is a unity universal language unneeded of 
translating, because a soul speaks this language 
with other soul».                                            
                                                              Averbah Bertold.

«Музыка- единственный всемирный язык, не 
нуждающийся в переводе, ибо на нём душа 
говорит с душою»                                          
                                                                                                                     
                                              Авербах Бертольд.





Vocabulary
Flute [flu:t] – флейта 
Guitar [gita:] –гитара
Dombyra [domdra] – домбыра
Violin [vaiəlin] – скрипка
Cello [tSeləu] –  виолончель
Piano [piəno] – пианино
heavy metal [həvi metal] – ауыр метал
Classical [klasik] - классикалық
Harp [hap] - арфа



Бірге ойланайық

Remember the words from the lessons learned



�Do you like to listen to the music?
�What is your favourite kind of music?
�Who is your favourite singer?
�What music is popular in Kazakhstan?
�Do young people like traditional music?
�Where can you see akyns?
�Do you like to sing?

Listen to music
•Do you think that music can change your lives?  



 
We can hear music ……………

Where?

the streets

over

home

the radio 

TV

the shops

the parks

at
in

on
in
in



Can you think of a day without music? We can hear music everywhere: in the streets and at home, over the radio and on TV, in the shops and in the parks. People all over the world are fond of music. They listen to music, they dance to music, they learn to play musical instruments.



Great Britain has produced more popular music stars than any other country. Over the last 30 years rock and pop music have been very popular in Britain. The Beatles, with their style of singing, eloquent and exciting, is still one of the most popular groups. British groups often set new trends in music.



Many of the new bands have been able to use the changes in technology to develop their music. Computerized drum machines, synthesizers and other electronic instruments are now just as popular as the piano and electric guitars.



Tastes differ. So people's musical interests range from pop and rock music, which are extremely popular nowadays, especially among young people, to classical music and opera.



Rock music as any other music help people to relax and have rest and feel themselves a harmonious individual. It is better to listen to rock music when alone, for no one hinders you to hear the beauty of its sound. 



People believe that music a person listens to may say much about a person, his character, up-bringing and outlook. Many young people can’t live without listening to rock music, because it makes their life brighter and more interesting.



It goes without saying that music plays a very important role in people's lives. It reflects our moods and emotions. Music appeals to our hearts and transforms our feelings. 



Put he letters in order to make types of music
1. Ppo
2. Pra
3. Flok
4. Zazj
5. Kcro
6. Olsu
7. Peoar
8. Hhppoi
9. Aaillsscc



Underline and correct the mistake in each sentence
1. At my school we study diffrent subjects.2. I think Music is an intresting subject.3. History is about importent events in the past.4. Drama is greate! I love it!5. What are your favorit subjects?6. A lot of famouse people are from Eton.



Developing a game with memory
Жадыны дамытуға арналған ойын



Homework: Review

“ You are, you are super !” 
for winner group.



Thanks for watching


